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INTRODUCTION
As camp directors we do two things. We create an experience for kids and we sell that experience to 
parents and kids. Everything else is helping accomplish those goals. We hire staff to make sure that 
experience is great. We do Department of Health paperwork so kids are safe and the government 
doesn’t shut our doors. We use social media to spread the word about camp. We learn about play 
because we want make sure we are delivering the best product for kids and explaining that product 
to parents. Everything we do as camp directors comes back to what is the experience kids are having 
and how do we get people to pay to have kids experience that.

The experience we create is different at every camp and the reason we create that experience is 
often very different. At Stomping Ground, the camp Laura and I run, we exist to build a community of 
self-directed individuals practicing radical empathy and re-imagining a world where more is possible. 
The experience we build then stems from that. At the Y the goal in many ways is to build an experi-
ence where kids can learn the character traits that the Y values, respect, responsibility, caring, and 
honesty. At many religious camps it is to help campers to learn how to live a life connected to God. 
The closer the experience we create at camp connects with our goals the more effective our camp is. 
Play can play a huge role in that, if we understand what play is, why children play, and are clear about 
what our goals are.

WHAT IS PLAY?
Peter Gray, an evolutionary psychologist, defines play as on a contin-
uum determined by the following five charectaristics. He argues that 
play is about motivation and mental attitude not simply the behavior 
or activity. Also, play is not all or nothing. Playfulness happens on 
a continuum often blended with other motivations. Pure play is far 
more common with kids than adults 
(1) Play is self-chosen and self-directed; 
(2) Play is activity in which means are more valued than ends; 
(3) Play has structure, or rules, which are not dictated by physical 
necessity but emanate from the minds of the players; 
(4) Play is imaginative, non-literal, mentally removed in some way 
from “real” or “serious” life; and
(5) Play involves an active, alert, but non-stressed frame of mind.

RESOURCES ON WHAT IS PLAY
Peter Gray Psychology Today (short series of articles)
http://buff.ly/21wQNy1
Stuart Brown Play: How It Shapes the Brain (book)
http://buff.ly/1Qi8xJQ

Peter Gray 
Evolutionary Psychologist
Play Researcher
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WHAT IS THE POINT OF PLAY?
People are motivated to play. This is inherent in the defi-
nition of play, that the means are more important than the 
ends. There is no end pay off to motivate us. Why is this? 
Peter Gray, an evolutionary psychologist, argues that people 
evolved to play because we learn through play. That people 
are mammals with the largest prefrontal cortex and the most 
to learn. That humans play the most and for the longest of 
any mammal. His research lead him to study hunter gatherer 
cultures and start to understand how humans in these cultures 
educated their children. What he, and many other research-
ers, found is that hunter gatherer children have unlimited 
time to play and learned just about everything they needed to 
know through this play. They modeled adult behavior, tested 
out playful arguments, played with the tools of the culture and 
more. He outlines the 6 characteristics of these learning envi-
ronments and argues that what was true for hunter gatherers 
is still true for us. That children learn best through play. 

Peter Gray Short Video
Why are Children Playing? (1:09 min)
http://buff.ly/1TDghqK

Peter Gray TED Talk
The Decline of Play (16:03 min)
http://buff.ly/1QkJeTU

Peter Gray Short Video
6 Learning Fundamentals (2:35 min)
http://buff.ly/1TDghqK

Peter Gray Longer Video
Mother Nature’s Pedagogy (17:30 min)
http://buff.ly/1QkKvKG

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE AT CAMP?
Play is happening anytime at camp kids are engaged in an 
activity they like to do and they aren’t interested in the end 
results (rewards/punishments) as much as they are interested 
in the act of what they are doing. 

Kids playing at camp is the act of us trusting that kids are 
motivated to engage in activities and don’t need us to dangle a 
carrot or stick to persuade them to go to archery or play gaga. 
If we start to change the motivation for doing an activity from 
kids intrinsic enjoyment to kids seeking an extrinsic reward we 
begin to take away from that activity’s playfulness.

Peter Gray Book
Free to Learn: Why Unleashing the Instinct 
to Play Will Make Our Children Happier, 
More Self-Reliant, and Better Students for 
Life 
http://buff.ly/1R7kvSU
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WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE AT CAMP? (continued)
Within each activity there are varying degrees of playfulness. For example, if a camper chooses to 
play soccer and is excited just for the act of playing, but the rules are dictated by a counselor and ar-
en’t flexible this might be less playful than if a group of people dream up an idea for a game together 
and then love playing it. Playing soccer in this example is still play and if the group ends up becoming 
super stressed trying to dream up the game it can lower its playfulness as well. At Stomping Ground 
we have tons of examples like soccer where we as staff dream up the activity and dictate the rules. 
This limits the playfulness of the activity on one hand, but also can reduce stress and more quickly 
help move some kids away from serious life and increase the playfulness of the activity on the other. 
We also try to offer opportunities for kids to create their own structure and rules. Things like fort build-
ing, game creation, hanging out, makerspace, and having loose parts for kids to play with. During 
each moment at camp we look to balance campers ability to create their own structure and play with 
our goal of creating play with in the community. Most of the time this looks like us providing structured 
offerings that kids can choose to be a part of voluntarily while also providing kids a space to opt out of 
our offerings and create their own supervised play. 

MORE THAN JUST PLAY
Camp is often characterized as “just play” and it is super 
tempting to fight back and talk about rigor or to try and make 
camp “more than just play”. I think it is time to embrace camp 
as play and shout it from the roof tops. Camp is play and play 
is the best way to learn. Finally, a place where kids can be 
free to learn without the high stakes testing that most kids face 
in conventional schooling. Stuart Brown TED Talk

Play is More Than Just Fun (26:30 min)
http://buff.ly/1KQfTUo

RESOURCES FOR RUNNING MORE PLAYFUL ACTIVITIES

Making a Makerspace at Camp
Play and arts and crafts. 
Jack & Laura 
http://buff.ly/1KQm76O

Loose Parts Play at Camp 
Let kids play with what we already 
have. Located on page 8.
Jack & Laura
http://buff.ly/1QidNgy

Introduction to Open Space
Using play theory to let staff learn 
during staff training. A 2 page guide.
Jack and Laura
http://buff.ly/1R7oXRn


